Session Evaluation
Session Number:

5093

Session Title:

Challenging Coaching: Going beyond traditional coaching to face the
FACTS

Session Attendance:

210

Completed Evaluations:

107

SESSION RATINGS (1 = Not at all Satisfied to 10 = Extremely Satisfied)
Session content matched the written description that was provided

MEAN
9.41

Session delivery format and/or method was conducive to my learning

9.12

Session time was appropriate given the level of content

9.12

Session contributed to the expansion of my knowledge and wisdom

8.89

Session provided me with useful tools and/or takeaway information

9.75

Overall session rating

9.16

PRESENTER RATINGS (1 = Not at all Satisfied to 10 = Extremely Satisfied)
Subject Matter
Expertise
John Blakey,
PCC
Ian Day

Ability to
Engage
Audience
9.16

Avoided SelfPromotion

OVERALL
RATING

9.25

Skills as a
Session
Presenter
9.20

9.48

9.24

9.43

9.10

9.06

9.48

9.28

ATTENDEE INFORMATION
Please indicate your leading coaching specialty (choose the answer that best applies):
Response

Frequency

Count

Business/Organizations

21%

22

Career/Transition

10%

10

Executive

39%

40

Leadership

19%

20

Life Vision & Enhancement

5%

5

No Specialty

3%

3

Other (specify)

3%

3

Please indicate the length of time that you have been coaching:
Response

Frequency

Count

Less than 1 year

6%

6

1-2 years

7%

7

3-4 years

17%

18

5-10 years

34%

35

More than 10 years

35%

36

I am not currently coaching

1%

1

Please indicate your credential status:
Response

Frequency

Count

ACC

23%

23

PCC

35%

35

MCC

6%

6

Pursuing an ICF Credential

26%

26

Not pursuing an ICF
Credential

9%

9

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Your feedback for the Catalyst(s) who delivered this particular session:
Response
Excellent session - well led and great food for thought. Could have been longer.
Wonderful.

Excellent session that could have easily have used more time.
I have to go back and reflect upon ICF coaching and is this "more?" Helpful examples and discussions.
On of the best sessions! Fully agree with you. We work with a coaching model similar to yours.
Very relevant to the psychotherapy! Therapy relationship - thank you.
Great balance between input, videos and interaction.
Really appreciated the call forward to raise the bar on my coaching. Good overview, nice use of short
videos, including humor. Really wanted some chance to apply more around courageous goals.
More examples - was the best part.
Great! More of this is needed.
Path of intro: Self confessedly under researched; semantic discussion with audience questions
unhelpful; assumptions about concepts (e.g. rapport) not explore.
Very clean, simple and useful. Thank you.
Please use slides with bigger letters or give out printed handouts. Thank you - it was great.
It was a very useful, well prepared, well presented session.
A challenge to ICF competencies.
Very good work! Challenging about challenging. Thank you.
Great. Coaches need to be equipped with powerful tools to be challenging and you did that during this
session.
Over exceeded expectations. Great.
Very necessary needed topic. More of that. Even more challenge! We are hungry for challenge. Thank
you.
Practical and theoretical and made me think. More like this, please.
Outstanding presentation - music to my ears.
Most inspiring session I have attended.
Various diagrams were presented and verbally attributed to others - it would have been good to have
the attribution on the PowerPoint slide - helpful to audience and respectful to originator. Liked the input
and exercise. Could have developed more on questions for high support/high challenge.
Excellent session. Instruction for group exercise could have been clearer but not a big problem.
Thanks.
An excellent session.
Spot on. Glad to be part of your thinking and systems approach. Bravo.
There should be more of this.
Provided some good food for thought and appreciated that it referenced the ICF competencies and
how to align.
Excellent session - wonderful design, balancing, theory, action, challenge and fun. First session of our
conference - my edge is I am already downloading your book. Many thanks for an amazing session
and for sharing your ideas and your slides.
Excellent job. Thank you for making it so concrete.
Coaching in evolving - thank you for having the courage to speak this here. Very well done.
This was the best session I attended. Fabulous subject matter, great facilitators! Impressive courage to
stand up and say what everyone is really thinking about the evaluation process and practices of the

ICF.
I loved the wisdom you both impart and I see the palpable passion you have for it. Your work on this
vital area is so clear. I would appreciate and value an opportunity to work with you both on your
physical skills to engage an audience which I know you can do even more effectively than you do now.
Excellent use of guides material.
Thank you. Great to have you bring this challenge perspective and question the temple pillars - we
need to keep challenging.
I love the focus on challenge. Interestingly, I resist your focus on performance. I see incredible suffering
in the world based on human beings caught up in a performance "kind of sorts". What I think of as
performativity - whatever it takes to achieve or exceed goals that will. Simply be raised again and
again. I find it in service of humanity for coaches to challenge leaders to access their own humanity and
authenticity to question the system and direction of the goals they serve. Challenging leaders to be as
Henry Fonda was in the film is I think where magic can happen. My training at New Ventures West
includes challenging clients with compassion, but challenge none the less.
To touch on the cultural nuances when challenging and supporting the client.
Complete handout with tools for a quality take away (we had to do a lot of writing).
Would be good to include samples/media clips that aren't male-focused.
Thank you for an interesting session.
Very important issues raised both to challenging and goals, as well as to ICF competencies, what's
expected from ACC, PCC and MCC.
I appreciate your time keeping taking questions and putting it into perspective of your goal. It felt that
the session was well engaged on research and experience to move us further along our personal
development scale through challenge and support. Wonderful demonstration of your system.
Excellent session - great use of involvement as well as structure.
I thought this was a brilliant session. Only slightly outside the ICF competencies. I appreciated the tone
and content of the session. Thank you for respecting outside and intelligence.
Great session. Thanks for the challenge.
Sweet folk both John and Ian. One question, In good leadership/management based organizations,
how do you differentiate this style of coaching? You are their leadership. Wonderful session.
Clean, organized, for me (new) challenging useful because the difficult places vs. book tools were
topic; thoughtful models; emphasis on systems presence - to this social worker = the ecological model.
Need for clarity on the role of a coach...How do you connect to your own ethics/vocation before going
into fearless conversations. The first fearless conversation is the one with yourself. What makes you
accept / not accept an assignment.

